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f, "reverse loop" is an arrangement of
f f track at the end of a single-track
mainline, whereby a train can run
Lf
,
I around the loop so that it heads
back on the single track in the opposite
direction (ftgure 1). These features are
common on garden railroads, as they
allow a single-track mainline over which a
train can run back and forth. Sometimes
these loops are tucked into garages or
other out-of-sight areas,from which the
train seems to reappear, magically running
in the opposite direction. Other loops are
incorporated into the landscape as an
integral part of the railroad.
When a railroad has such a loop at
both ends of the mainline, this is called a
"double reverse loop."With this setup, the
train can run back and forth continuously
(ftgot" 2). For the purposes of this article,
I'11refer to the loops as "loops" and the
track between them as the "main track."

Ihecotch
Reverse loops are simple until it's time to
wire them for track power. While the
train reverses,the power in the rails
doesnt, which introduces a short circuit
(ftgure 3). The "simple" solution to this is
to isolate the two loops from the main
track, using a toggle switch to change the
polarity of the voltage on the main track
while the train is in the loop (ftgure 4).
This is ^ gre t solution-it's been working
for decades.All you have to do is remember to throw the switch while the train is
in the loop. Simple, right? Well, just ask
my dad how many fuses he has replaced
on account of yours truly getting distracted and forgetting to throw the switch.
(We ultimately solved the problem by
switching to battery power, but that's a
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discussion for another time.) Fortunately,
manufacturers have heard similar tales of
woe from customers and have produced a

be consistent.If the train enters the loop
the "wrong" *^yrit will encounter reversed
track polarity and there will be a short.

bevy of products that control things automatically, saving lots of fuse-swapping,
overloads, or other pitfalls.
There are some idiosyncrasies that

Second, there's the issue of the switch
at the close of each loop.To ensure that
the train always travels in the correct
direction around each loop, the switch
machines (if so equipped) should be wired

need to be addressed with automated,
track-powered reverse loops. First, it's an
electrical necessity with automated reverse
loops that the train must always travel in
the same direction around each loop.It
doesnt matter what the direction is, and it
can be different for each loop, but it must

together, so that both throw the switch
the proper direction when the locomotive
trips the sensor.That requires powered
switch machines.
If youte not using powered switch
machines, you can achieve the same thing
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springswitches.
This is a spring_

loaded throw that holds the points
of ,fr.
switch against one rail but allows a
train
..o-1"S through the switch in the oppo_
site direction to push the points asije.
Once the train has passed,the points
spring back to their original positior, (ftg_
ure 5). It's this last part th"t,s critical.
If
the points dont return to their former
position, the train will try to travel the
"\Mrong"way around the ioop the
next
goes by, creating a short at the gap.
9T" i,
The drawback to spring switches is
that
their. reliable operation depends upon
the
train's wheels being able to p.rrh tir.
points over. This is problematic with
cer_
tain locomotives, particularly steam
engines with lighnreight pilot trucks,
which can have a tendenry to ride
up and
over the points instead of pushing them
open, leading to derailments.
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There are afew closely-related ways
of
accomplishing automatic reverse_ltop
operation. The trick (as with all automa_
tion) is in sensing where the train is
so
that the electronics can control the
direc_
tion of the electricity in the track. This
is
commonly done with magnetic reed
switches that sense magnets on the
bot_
tom of the locomotive. These reed_switch
are placed in each of the loops.
_sensors
When the locomotive passesover,t*
,.rr_
sor, it triggers the electronics, which
reverse the polarity of the voltage
on the
main track between the loops so that
the
train can exit the loop without shorting
the track.
IVe included a circuit diagram for
the
do-it-yourself crowd, using a dual_coil
latching relay, readily arrailabl. online (ftgure 6). This shows the basic components
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needed to automatically change the polarity. With this circuit, the two loops are
wired together and are connected to the
power supply.That voltage is fed into the
DPDT relay per the diagram. Reed
switches are placed in each loop and are
fed a fixed voltage from the power supply.
There's no preference concerning this
voltage-just make sure whatever relay
you choose matches it. This is usually
around 72-24v,either AC or DC,
depending on the power supply.
When the locomotive (with the magnet) passesover the magnetic sensor,it
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briefly closesthe sensor'sswitch and energizes the coil in the relay.This pulls the
relay one direction, setting the power from
the loops flowing through the contacts to
the main track to match the polarity on
the loop as the train exits. When the train
passesover the magnet in the secondloop,
the second relay coil energizes,pulling the
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relay contactsin the opposite direction,
thus reversing the power to the main
track. That's essentiallywhat's happening
in any automatic-reverse-loopcontrol.
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the polariry of the main section of track
while the train is in the loop, the YardMaster will also control the direction of
the switches at the close of each loop (ftgure 7).In terms of the amount of wiring
necessary,it's probably the simplest of all
the systems.
LGB offers a number of components
that will allow you to control a reverse
loop, though their most logically named
"Reverse Loop Kit" is, strangely, not the
best product for automatic control. As
designed,it allows for the control of a single reverseloop but you must physically
reversethe polariry of the power supply
while the train is in the loop.Its application for automatic control is limited at
best,so I'll just mention that they make it.
Having said that, LGB offers a good
alternative for automatic control (photo
2).The "heart"of this alternative is the
LGB switch machine itself. which is
designedto accept an accessorythat
essentially turns it into a big DPDT relay.
In addition to physically moving the
points on the switch, the relay attachment
can be wired to control the polariry of the
voltage going to the main track. The
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switch machine on the second switch does
not need this attachment but would be
wired together with the first switch

For those not so electronicallyinclined,
most commercially available systemswork
on this sameprinciple. Railroad Concepts'
"YardMaster" (photo 1) uses two magnet-

machine so they both throw together (ftgure 8). A magnetic sensorplaced in each
loop triggers the machines, which control
the polariry of the main-track voltage to

ic sensors;one in each loop. This is probably the most all-inclusive product available.In addition to the sensorsflipping

match the position of the switch.
LGB also offers special track sections
(photo 3) with isolation gaps and screw
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LGB
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Elektronik GmbH

DiMax ReverseLoop Module
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per loop
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RR Concepts
LGB (Wm. K. Walthers Inc.,
1357 Hodges Rd.
&stributor)
OceansideCI'92056 5601 W. Florist Ave.
'ri)n),(D.rr-concepts.com
Milwaukee WI 53218
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terminals to attach the various wires, but
they're not mandatory.You could alsojust
use insulated rail joiners and attach the

Massoth Elektronik GmbH
FrankensteinerStr.28
64342 Seeheim-Malchen
Germany
7t)rt)w.lnassoth.com
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wires to the rails through other means.
Massoth Electronics'reverse-loop
rnodule usesa different approach to this
issue,one that does not requiremagnets
on the locomotive (photo 4). It usesshort
"sensortracks,"which are essentiallyL"
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lengths of rail that are completely isolated
from any track power.These short rail
sectionsare connected to the control circuit. When a locomotive'swheel rolls onto
the isolrrtedsection of track, power flows
thrcugh the other wheels to this isolated
section,energizing it (ftgure 9). The
controller readsthis and comparesthe
polariry it seeswith that on either side of
the sensor.If thc polariw is reversed,it
will throw a relav and set it to the proper
polariw. If the polarity's the same,it does
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one control box fbr each individual loop.
I've :rlwaysliked double-reverse-loop
trackplans for my ririlroads.Admittedly,
my railroad being battery powered means

nothing. Becauseit doesn'trely on locomotive magnets,it's great for installations

I don't think twice irbout including such a
feature but, from a practical stirndpoint,

likc club rrrilroads,where it's likely that
not rrll of thc locomotives would be fitted

the products availabletoday make it nearly as easyto incorporate theseloops on

with magnets.On the downside, this
svstemdoes not control the switches

track-powered railro:rds.Whilc it does
require some extr'.rwiring, the need to

themselves,so you'd need addition:rl
clcctronicsfor that. A1so.vou'll need

be ever mindful of throwing the switch
is gone. s,
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